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Instructions

This homework will not be collected or graded, but it is highly advisable to at least think through all of the
problems before the next Wednesday lecture after they are distributed, as they will often serve as mental
preparation for the material in that lecture. Solutions will be discussed in the Übung.

1. Assume Σ is a compact oriented surface with nonempty boundary. Prove H2pΣ ˆ S2q – Z. Can you
describe (e.g. in terms of a closed oriented 2-dimensional submanifold) a specific homology class that
generates H2pΣ ˆ S2q?
Hint: The classification of surfaces gives a countable list of possibilities of what Σ could be. Show that
Σ is homotopy equivalent to a 1-dimensional cell complex, draw whatever conclusions you can from
that, and then use the Künneth formula.

2. In Problem Set 6 #2, you computed H˚pRP2q with integer coefficients: the nontrivial groups are
H0pRP2q – Z and H1pRP2q – Z2.

(a) Use this and the Künneth formula to prove

HnpRP2 ˆ RP
2q –

$
’’’’’’&
’’’’’’%

Z for n “ 0,

Z2 ‘ Z2 for n “ 1,

Z2 for n “ 2,

Z2 for n “ 3,

0 for all other n P Z.

(b) For n “ 0, 1, 2, describe explicit oriented submanifolds that represent homology classes generating
HnpRP2 ˆ RP

2q.
Hint: As in Problem Set 9 #4, it is easiest to describe specific homology classes via submanifolds
that are also subcomplexes in a cell decomposition, so that the inclusion is a cellular map.

(c) Describe an explicit cell decomposition of RP2 ˆRP
2 and a specific element of the corresponding

cellular chain complex that represents the nontrivial element of H3pRP2 ˆ RP
2q.

Remark: It is not so easy to describe this one as a submanifold, so do not get frustrated if you
can’t.

3. The goal of this exercise is to prove the associativity of the cross product:

pA ˆ Bq ˆ C “ A ˆ pB ˆ Cq P H˚pX ˆ Y ˆ Z;Rq

for all A P H˚pX ;Rq, B P H˚pY ;Rq and C P H˚pZ;Rq. Here R may be any commutative ring with
unit.

(a) Use acyclic models to prove that for triples of spaces X,Y, Z, all natural chain maps

Φ : C˚pX ;Rq bR C˚pY ;Rq bR C˚pZ;Rq Ñ C˚pX ˆ Y ˆ Z;Rq

that act on 0-chains by Φpx b y b zq “ px, y, zq are chain homotopic.
Remark: The statement implicitly assumes that there is a well-defined notion of the tensor product
of three chain complexes, which of course is true since there is a canonical chain isomorphism
between pC˚pX ;RqbRC˚pY ;RqqbRC˚pZ;Rq and C˚pX ;RqbR pC˚pY ;RqbRC˚pZ;Rqq. Right?

(b) Given A P H˚pX ;Rq, B P H˚pY ;Rq and C P H˚pZ;Rq, show that the products pA ˆ Bq ˆ C and
A ˆ pB ˆ Cq P H˚pX ˆ Y ˆ Z;Rq can each be expressed via natural chain maps as in part (a),
and conclude that they are identical.

4. We defined inverse limits in lecture in terms of a universal property. Prove each of the following:1

1All inverse systems in this problem are over an arbitrary directed set pI,ăq.
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(a) For any inverse system tXα, ϕαβu of topological spaces,

lim
ÐÝ

tXαu –

"
txαuαPI P

ź

αPI

Xα

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ ϕαβpxβq “ xα for all β ą α

*
,

with the associated maps ϕα : limÐÝtXβu Ñ Xα defined for each α P I as restrictions of the natural
projections

ś
β Xβ Ñ Xα. Show moreover that the topology on lim

ÐÝ
tXαu is the weakest one for

which the maps ϕα are all continuous.

(b) Consider the special case of part (a) in which the spaces Xα are all subsets (with the subspace
topology) of some fixed space X , β ą α if and only if Xβ Ă Xα and the maps ϕαβ : Xβ Ñ Xα are
the natural inclusions. Show that

Ş
α Xα with the natural inclusions ϕα :

Ş
β Xβ ãÑ Xα defines

an inverse limit of the system.

(c) Prove that for any inverse system tXα, ϕαβu of nonempty compact Hausdorff spaces, limÐÝtXαu is
a nonempty space.
Hint: This depends on Tychonoff’s theorem, which implies that

ś
αPI Xα in this case is a compact

space. One possible approach is to construct a net txβ P
ś

α XαuβPI such that for each β P I, the

coordinates xβ
α P Xα of xβ satisfy xβ

α “ ϕαβpxβ
βq for every α ă β. One can then prove that every

cluster point of this net is an element of limÐÝtXαu.

(d) Show that any inverse system of abelian groups tGα, ϕαβu has an inverse limit of the form

limÐÝtGαu “

"
tgαuαPI P

ź

αPI

Gα

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ ϕαβpgβq “ gα for all β ě α

*
,

with the associated homomorphisms ϕα : lim
ÐÝ

tGαu Ñ Gα defined as restrictions of the natural
projections

ś
β Gβ Ñ Gα.

(e) Extend part (d) to describe an inverse limit pC8

˚
, B8q of an inverse system of chain complexes

tpC8

˚
, BαquαPI , where the ϕαβ : Cβ

˚ Ñ Cα
˚

for α ă β are chain maps. In particular, how is the
boundary map B8 on C8

˚
defined?

(f) A subset I0 Ă I is called a cofinal set if for every α P I there exists some β P I0 such that β ą α.
Suppose tXα, ϕαβu is an inverse system over pI,ăq in any category, and I0 Ă I is a cofinal set with
the property that for every α, β P I0 with α ă β, ϕαβ P MorpXβ , Xαq is an isomorphism. Prove
that limÐÝtXαu is then isomorphic to Xγ for any γ P I0, and describe the associated morphisms

lim
ÐÝ

tXβu
ϕαÝÑ Xα for every α P I.

Advice: This problem becomes a bit easier if you work in any of the categories Top, Ab or Chain
so that you can use the results of parts (a), (d) or (e). But it can also be done without that
assumption, just by using the universal property and playing with commutative diagrams.

(g) Using part (f), go back to the proof sketched in lecture that qH˚pX ;Gq – H∆
˚

pK;Gq for any
compact polyhedron X “ |K| and fill in more details.

5. Using the results stated (but not necessarily proved) in lecture about Čech homology, find an example

of a path-connected space X for which qH1pX ;Z2q “ 0 but H1pX ;Z2q ‰ 0. Can you also describe a
specific nontrivial element of π1pXq?
Hint: Take the suspension of something that is connected but not path-connected.

6. Find an example of a compact space X that is connected but not path-connected and is the inverse
limit of a system tXαu of path-connected spaces. Conclude that for this example,

H˚

´
limÐÝtXαu

¯
fl limÐÝ tH˚pXαqu .

Hint: Use Problem 4(b).
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